
El Coqui

qui,         por   las    noch - es     a        ve  -  ces     me      duer  -  mo          con    el
near,        ev  -  ry    night   it's     a        part   of       my      sleep -  ing          like     a

dul - ce   can - tar  del    co  -   qui,      co - qui       co -  qui,         co-qui     qui  qui
lu  - la  -  by    for   me   to      hear,     co - qui       co -  qui,         co-qui     qui  qui

El   co -  qui    el  co-qui  si  -em- pre    can-ta,     es muy lindo el    can-tar del  co-

El    co -  qui   el   co-qui  is          a       sing -er,   of  a    song sung to   all  who  are

qui,          co -  qui            co -    qui,          co -qui      qui   qui      qui!
qui,          co -  qui            co -    qui,           co-qui       qui    qui      qui!
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Key D, first note D(do)
a cappella count-in:  1 2 3 1 2 El co-

ratchet, guitar, english horn

science, culture, just for fun El Coqui
Tiny frog with a humungous voice.  Scientists say one coqui 
croaks at the same volume as a lawn mower.  

Frog Songs
Frog in the Middle
El Coqui
In The Summer
five Green and Speckled Frogs
No Green and Speckled Frogs



"Nearly every country in the world has frogs.   They're a very important part of the 
way the world works (the ecosystem).   And, they're kind of interesting.   Did you 
know that when frogs are young, they don't have any legs.   Their legs grow when 
they turn into teenagers.  But that's okay, because until they are teenagers, frogs 
spend all day in the water, swimming, and they breathe just like fish  ---through 
gills."    

"There are many many stories about frogs  --like the frog prince or  Kermit  or  
(another story your class knows about frogs).  There are a lot of songs about frogs too.”
"If a frog could sing, what do you think it would sound like?"  (listen to several frogs)

"Put your listening ears on and listen to a frog that comes from Puerto Rico (show on 
map).  The people in Puerto Rico speak Spanish, and the frogs --well, listen and try 
to figure out what they are saying in the song."  (Play "El Coqui.")

"Could you hear what the frogs were singing?   (coqui coqui coqui qui qui qui)   Try the 
frog sound from Puerto Rico.   (coqui coqui coqui qui qui qui)   Now, sing with the frog 
in the song.  (Play the song again.)

The person singing the song says that every evening while she is trying to get to 
sleep, the frogs sing her a lullaby  --coqui, coqui, coqui qui qui.    This time, try to 
sing the frog part as if it were a lullaby.   (Play the song again.)

El Coqui
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